
“Getting computers accepted as a valuable medi-
um for surrealism has not been an easy path,”

said Zazie, a German artist based in Austria. “Even
nowadays, you are likely to find surrealists considering
the use of computers rather questionable. But the links
between surrealism and machines are old,” she
explained. “The connections are deep and have been
there almost from the start. Machines have been pre-
sent at all crossroads in surrealist history.” 

Zazie’s first contact to the surrealist movement was
when a member of the Groupe de Paris du Mouvement
Surréaliste found her “Vivid Surrealism” Web site and
asked her to participate in an upcoming exhibition in
Prague. “That was my first real-time exhibition and it
wasn’t long until the Group of Paris asked me to become
a member,” she said. 

Although she graduated with a degree in architecture
and product design, Zazie grew disenchanted with the
field and soon migrated to photography and, eventual-
ly, the digital realm. “I did not like sitting in an archi-
tecture office all day and drawing houses for other
people, so I dropped it completely and decided to teach
myself photography.”

Computers came to Zazie by chance, as she bought
an old 386 and started tinkering with Adobe Photoshop

version 3.0. After buying a faster machine, she became
addicted to the complexities offered by the process of
digital manipulation. “Since I started to work with the
computer, I dropped the darkroom work completely,
having been aware that the possibilities I have with the
computer are much more exciting and extensive than
within the darkroom.”

As a surrealist, Zazie is interested in, among other
things, machines, dreams, and mirrors. Meduse 3 (this
issue’s cover image) is one of a subset in a larger series
of images titled “Horizons” in which she grapples with
the concept of mirrors.

Meduse 3 
“I made [the image] due to my curiosity with what

happens if you put several objects with a mirror sur-
face in a mirrored sphere,” she said. “Normally you see
mirrors only in the usual way. This means you get up in
the morning and you go to brush your teeth in front of
yourself in a flat and reflecting thing. I thought about
what would happen if you distort the mirror and the
answer is easy. Your face will be twisted according to
the degree to which the mirror is deformed. Everybody
knows this from going to funhouses. But this was not
enough.” 

Since spheres are simple to create
in Corel’s Bryce, Zazie chose this
program for her experiments. “The
best tool for me to experiment with
such objects is Bryce,” she said. “I
conducted about 50 experiments
putting several objects in a sphere,
mainly different ‘metaballs,’ before
adding some lights to play with
reflections and shadows on the mir-
ror surfaces. Then I imported the
image into Photoshop and com-
bined it with another Bryce-gener-
ated image to which I gave a blue
mirrored surface.” She then put
both images together in two differ-
ent layers and doubled the layers to
play around with different settings
such as multiply, overlay, difference,
exclusion, and so on. In some layers
she reduced opacity until she got the
final result. 
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1 Infiltration. 



The image reflects Zazie’s deter-
mination to use a piece of software
in ways it wasn’t intended.
Infiltration (see Figure 1) is another
example of this methodology.

Infiltration
Although you’d never know it,

this image was originated in
MetaCreations’ Poser, a 3D program
dedicated to the modeling of human
bodies. The image consists of some
creatures Zazie created. But there
remains nearly nothing from the
original image due to the extent that
she doubled and modified single lay-
ers. Working in Photoshop and using
several layers and filters—the dis-
tortion filter twirl for instance—she
then achieved the final result by
modifying luminosity, contrast, and
opacity. 

As has been a common precept in
surrealist movements for about 90
years, Zazie doesn’t show any
respect for technical conventions
and she purposely misuses tools and
techniques in any way she can.
“There are no restrictions in my
working process,” she said “I even
scanned some slugs from my garden
to work with on one image.” 

And she approaches her creations
with a surrealistic dream-like
approach, using a piece of software
without even consulting the manu-
als. “All the programs I am using I
learned by myself without any
books or tutorials,” Zazie noted,
adding: “Only if I need to know
about some special effects, then I’ll
look for tutorials. And I am not
afraid of mixing the results of one
program with the results of anoth-
er.” Which is precisely how she con-
jured up Behind (see Figure 2) and
Faim (see Figure 3). 

The future
What does the future have in store for Zazie? At this

point, she doesn’t like to show her work to gallery cura-
tors because her main venue is her own Web site. “If I
get an offer from a gallery, I’ll do it. But I don’t go and
look for exposure. In fact I am exposed all the time on my
own Web site and on many others as well. The weight is
not put on exposing my work in some galleries because
my artwork is born in the computer and it is meant to
be computer artwork.” 

But she continues to indulge herself with mirrors and

she’s constantly conjuring up Bryce images for future
experimentation. “The images on my Web site are just a
little overview of what I have done concerning mirrors.
And it will never end. Just being able to play around with
a tool that is nearly unlimited concerning textures, sur-
faces, opacity or transparence, reflections, roughness,
or smoothness must lead you to the endless game of
exploring the real environments—it is a sort of macro
photography but still mostly unexplored.”

Readers may contact Gary Singh at gsingh@email.
sjsu.edu.
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